Adenine monolayers on the Au(111) surface: structure identification by scanning tunneling microscopy experiment and ab initio calculations.
From an interplay between scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and ab initio density functional theory (DFT) we have identified and characterized two different self-assembled adenine (A) structures formed on the Au(111) surface. The STM observations reveal that both structures have a hexagonal geometry in which each molecule forms double hydrogen bonds with three nearest neighbors. One of the A structures, with four molecules in the primitive cell, has p2gg space group symmetry, while the other one, with two molecules in the cell, has p2 symmetry. The first structure is observed more frequently and is found to be the dominating structure after annealing. Experimental as well as theoretical findings indicate that the interaction of A molecules with the gold surface is rather weak and smooth across the surface. This enabled us to unequivocally characterize the observed structures, systematically predict all structural possibilities, based on all known A-A dimers, and provisionally optimize positions of the A molecules in the cell prior to full-scale DFT calculations. The theoretical method is a considerable improvement compared to the approach suggested previously by Kelly and Kantorovich [Surf. Sci. 589, 139 (2005)]. We propose that the less ordered p2gg symmetry structure is observed more frequently due to kinetic effects during island formation upon deposition at room temperature.